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the cisco integrated services
router license is a virtual
router license which allows a
customer to use only a subset
of the router features
supported by the cisco
integrated services router
license. as a result, it is less
expensive than purchasing the
complete license. the cisco
integrated services router
license is a unique license type
and is not related to the cisco
integrated services router
license. however, it is based on
the cisco integrated services
router license to help
customers avoid cisco ios
software licensing costs. cisco
integrated services router
license features include: the
ability to use the cisco
integrated services router
license for only the cisco ios
software release 15.0 software
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to allow you to migrate from a
previous cisco isr hardware
and software that is no longer
supported to the latest cisco
isr hardware and software
which is supported. this is
called a cisco license
migration. note: the cisco
license migration is only
available with the cisco
integrated services router
license. the cisco integrated
services router license is a non-
transferable license and is not
related to the cisco integrated
services router license.
however, it is based on the
cisco integrated services
router license to help
customers avoid cisco ios
software licensing costs. the
isrg2 router can go over the
225-tunnel curtailment limit
for ipsec and 85-mbps
unidirectional traffic in or out
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of the isr g2 router, with a
bidirectional total of 170 mbps.
the 2921 is a cisco 1441 or
later model, and is the first
router with hsec support. if
your internet link is 50 mbps,
then a 2921 can handle the
encryption/decryption. the
standard sec license comes
with a software-based rate
limiter of 85 mbps each way. if
the protocol does not handle
loss/retransmissions very well,
throughput can easily
plummet. testing in a lab
environment with two cisco
2921s, i saw speeds drop to 25
mbps.
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the isrg2 router can go over
the 225-tunnel curtailment
limit for ipsec and 85-mbps

unidirectional traffic in or out
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of the isr g2 router, with a
bidirectional total of 170 mbps.

the 2951 is a cisco 2901 or
later model, and is the first
router with hsec support. if

your internet link is 50 mbps,
then a 2951 can handle the
encryption/decryption. the
standard sec license comes
with a software-based rate

limiter of 85 mbps each way. if
the protocol does not handle

loss/retransmissions very well,
throughput can easily

plummet. testing in a lab
environment with two cisco

2951s, i saw speeds drop to 25
mbps. the isrg2 router can go

over the 225-tunnel
curtailment limit for ipsec and
85-mbps unidirectional traffic
in or out of the isr g2 router,

with a bidirectional total of 170
mbps. the 3925 is a cisco

3925-series router, and is the
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first router with hsec support.
if your internet link is 50 mbps,

then a 3925 can handle the
encryption/decryption. the
standard sec license comes
with a software-based rate

limiter of 85 mbps each way. if
the protocol does not handle

loss/retransmissions very well,
throughput can easily

plummet. testing in a lab
environment with two cisco

3925s, i saw speeds drop to 25
mbps. the isrg2 router can go

over the 225-tunnel
curtailment limit for ipsec and
85-mbps unidirectional traffic
in or out of the isr g2 router,

with a bidirectional total of 170
mbps. the 3945 is a cisco

3945-series router, and is the
first router with hsec support.

if your internet link is 50 mbps,
then a 3945 can handle the
encryption/decryption. the
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standard sec license comes
with a software-based rate

limiter of 85 mbps each way. if
the protocol does not handle

loss/retransmissions very well,
throughput can easily
plummet. 5ec8ef588b
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